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Patient does NOT want 
to speak with LE 

LE will follow up with 
patient at a later date 

to confirm they do not 
want to engage in 
pressing criminal 

charges
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Patient does NOT want 
to speak with LE 

LE will follow up with 
patient at a later date to 

confirm they do not 
want to engage in 
pressing criminal 

charges

Patient wants NO 
demographic info given 

to LE = 
Anonymous/Jane Doe 

Exam

PD may submit de-
indentifiable kit to 
crime lab – or may 

choose to retain kit in 
storage until patient 

comes forward

Jane/Doe - Anon Non-Reporting

� A patient arriving after a reported sexual assault at any ED 
in the state of Ohio - a forensic medical examination must 
be offered to that patient

� The patient may or may not choose to cooperate with law 
enforcement at the time of medical treatment or forensic 
examination being performed

� Remember choices of:
� Reporting
� Non-reporting
� Jane/Doe - anon
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� A forensic examination MUST be performed whether 
the victim cooperates with law enforcement or not 
according to :

The Violence Against Women and Department of 
Justice Reauthorization Act of 2005 (“VAWA 

2005”), 42 U.S.C. § 3796gg-4(d), 

�

http://www.ovw.usdoj.gov/docs/faq-arfe052308.pdf

http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=109_cong_bills&docid=f:h340
2enr.txt.pdf

http://www.rainn.org/pdf-files-and-other-
documents/Public-Policy/Key-Federal-Laws/PL109-
162.pdf
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� Passed as Title IV, sec. 40001-40703 of the Violent 
Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 HR 
3355 

� Originally drafted by Joseph Biden when Senate seat 
held 

� Signed as Public Law 103-322 by  Bill Clinton on 
September 13, 1994

� Reauthorized by congress in 2000 and again in 2005

� Reauthorized bill signed into law again on Jan 4, 2006 
by George W. Bush

� Reauthorized again continually since inception

� Federal law with maintenance programs under US 
Dept of Justice
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� Designed to improve criminal justice responses to 
domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking and to 
increase the availability of services for victims of these 
crimes. 

� VAWA requires a coordinated community response 
(CCR) to domestic violence, sexual assault, and 
stalking

Under this provision a state must ensure that victims 
have access to an exam even if the victim chooses not 
to report the crime to the police or otherwise 
cooperate with the criminal justice system or law 
enforcement authorities 
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� The effect of the VAWA 2005 forensic examination 
requirement is to allow victims time to decide whether to 
pursue their case.

� Some victims are unable to decide whether they want to 
cooperate with law enforcement in the immediate 
aftermath of a sexual assault. 

� Because forensic evidence can be lost as time progresses, 
such victims should be encouraged to have the evidence 
collected as soon as possible without deciding to initiate a 
report. 

� All states must comply with the VAWA 2005 
requirement regarding forensic examination by 
the statutory deadline of January 5, 2009 

� The VAWA 2005 forensic examination requirement 
applies to the entire state 

� Results = “Jane Doe Kit”
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A “Jane Doe Rape Kit” is the common name for the 
forensic evidence collected during a sexual assault 
examination of a victim who chooses to remain 
anonymous. 

A “Jane Doe Rape Kit” enables a victim to have 
forensic evidence collected without revealing 
identifying information. 

� Victims are given a code number they can use to 
identify themselves if they choose to report later, and 
they are not required to cooperate with law 
enforcement or criminal justice authorities. (ties their 
evidence kit to them in the event they want to report)

� Some states and localities are providing this 
voluntarily for victims who were not ready to report to 
law enforcement even prior to WAVA of 2005
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� SANE of Butler County process for Jane Doe Kits:
� Patient is assigned a number – 20110308LNKR

� This number is placed on all SANE documents as well as 
SANE kit

� Kit given to law enforcement with assigned “Jane Doe 
Number”

� SANE of Butler County procedure (cont)
� Patient is instructed to contact SANE of Butler County 

or law enforcement after in depth education is given 
on Jane Doe procedures if decision is made to report 
and proceed with investigation

� PD then contacts organization that performed 
examination to correlate patient’s identity with 
appropriate evidence/rape kit or visa versa
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� Most patient’s unaware of proper Jane Doe Procedures 
despite in depth education by SANE and law 
enforcement

� Under control of drugs/alcohol during exam – not a 
full understanding of process by patient/victim

� Hurdles for SANE/medical community and law 
enforcement due to lack of standardized procedures

� Patients must know ALL material risks vs benefits of  “Jane Doe 
Kit” and risks are explained to patient

� Serial perpetrators may go unfound
� Potential loss of integrity to evidence if kit processing is delayed
� DFSA expires in 60 days

� All Jane Doe kits must be approved by the Executive Director or 
Medical Director regardless of timeframe

� Cannot be initiated by only SANE on scene – must have approval
� Executive Director may respond to facility to discuss in depth with 

patient
� Rationale: proper procedures are reviewed with examiner prior to exam
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� Evidence integrity:
� DFSA blood/urine = generally 60-90 days
� Certain contents of rape kit may deteriorate (tampon)

� Lack of ability due to payment or procedures to send 
Jane Doe kits for processing at crime labs - may allow 
serial crimes/rapes to go unfound

� Some PD’s submit every rape kit for DNA processing
� What if the Jane Doe kit gets a “hit” from DNA?

� Some local PD’s have already enacted and revised 
policies and procedures to address Jane Doe 
Examination storage and retention of kits 

� Example: Hamilton PD / Cinci PD / Hamilton Co 
SO retains Jane Doe Examinations for a specified 
time frame
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�Patient must sign 
ANONYMOUS consent (must 
be informed about legal 
implications of kit not being 
submitted for testing)

� ALL patient identifiers must be removed 
from every document

(great care must be taken to avoid potential 
disclosure of patient identity)

� If crime lab opens kit with patient info, by 
law they must provide the patient name 
to the PD
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� SANEs must improvise using anon number assigned to 
patient as the signatures on documents given to LE

� SANEs must obtain patient’s true signatures to remain 
on file with SANE of BC to assure they approved and 
consented to exam

� Simply refrain from providing ANY documents INSIDE 
the kit or to LE that have the true patient ID information 
on it

�Usually low number of Jane Doe 
Exams per year

�Generally assoc with military 
base and high profile exams
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�Payroll/demographic form should be 
only document that has the patient’s 
true identity

�
�Enables SANE of BC to retain true 

identity of patient if they want to 
come forward
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� Patient signs separate consent form (Jane Doe/Anon consent)

� NO identifiers are on any document that goes inside the kit AND to LE

� ID info on documents are replaced with the Jane Doe number you create during the exam

� Prior to proceeding with Jane Doe exam you must contact on call admin PRIOR to 
proceeding (info is reviewed as a refresher with you)

� Give patient the anon patient handout as a reference in the event they want to come 
forward to ID their kit

� REAL demographic info is always placed on the payroll/demographic sheet (and NOT 
given to LE or inside the kit
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